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Findings demonstrating decision-related neural activity preceding volitional
actions have dominated the discussion about how science can inform the free
will debate. These discussions have largely ignored studies suggesting that
decisions might be inﬂuenced or biased by various unconscious processes. If
these effects are indeed real, do they render subjects’ decisions less free or
even unfree? Here, we argue that, while unconscious inﬂuences on decisionmaking do not threaten the existence of free will in general, they provide important information about limitations on freedom in speciﬁc circumstances. We
demonstrate that aspects of this long-lasting controversy are empirically testable and provide insight into their bearing on degrees of freedom, laying the
groundwork for future scientiﬁc-philosophical approaches.

A growing body of literature argues for
unconscious effects on decision-making.
We review a body of such studies while
acknowledging methodological limitations, and categorize the types of unconscious inﬂuence reported.
These effects intuitively challenge free
will, despite being generally overlooked
in the free will literature. To what extent
can decisions be free if they are affected
by unconscious factors?
Our analysis suggests that unconscious
inﬂuences on behavior affect degrees of
control or reasons-responsiveness. We
argue that they do not threaten the existence of free will in general, but only the
degree to which we can be free in speciﬁc circumstances.

A threat to free will? Unconscious inﬂuences on decision-making
Are our actions free? The origins of this question (reviewed in [1–3]) date back to ancient and medieval times, making it one of the longest and most fervently debated in history. More recently, the
debate has been strongly inﬂuenced by neuroscientiﬁc ﬁndings suggesting that subjects’ conscious decisions are preceded by decision-related neural activity [4–6]. The meaning of such ﬁndings has been contested theoretically and empirically [7–10] and the controversy is ongoing
[11,12].
1

Yet, the cognitive sciences have introduced another line of research that has so far been relatively
overlooked in the free will debate (but see [13–17]): a large body of literature claims that decisions
might be inﬂuenced or biased, sometimes heavily, by various unconscious processes. Would
such inﬂuences render our decisions unfree?
Here, we critically examine the potential of these ﬁndings to pose a threat to free will. Importantly,
such threats cut across compatibilist (see Glossary) and incompatibilist accounts, as well as
reductionist and non-reductionist accounts: unconscious effects on decision-making could be
either deterministic or nondeterministic, and, similarly, reducible or not (see Box 1 for an
explanation of why these threats are orthogonal to questions about the role of consciousness
in decision-making). Cognizant that some reports have been heavily criticized and results called
into doubt (Box 2), we identify the type of ﬁndings that could serve as empirical evidence against
free will. Thus, we lay the groundwork for a combined scientiﬁc-philosophical approach that may
advance this age-old question.

A typology of threats to free will in studies reporting unconscious inﬂuences
Imagine the following scenario: it is election day, and you enter the polling booth. You intended to
vote for one candidate, but now you reconsider. After deliberating for a few minutes, you decide
to vote for a different candidate. Like many decisions, this one probably felt free: it appeared to be
you who voluntarily changed your mind, without any external compulsion. Now, assume you
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Box 1. Other challenges to free will
Determinism
Many accounts of free will hinge on the truth of determinism. Incompatibilist accounts suggest that an act of will is free
only if it is not determined by antecedent causes [90–95]. By contrast, compatibilist accounts deny that free will and
determinism are incompatible [96–98]. The ﬁndings reviewed here are orthogonal to the question of determinism as our
discussion does not explore whether unconscious factors are deterministic or indeterministic. Indeed, some consider
the truth or falsity of determinism to be a question that will never be settled by any neuroscientiﬁc ﬁndings, given its metaphysical nature [99].
Reductionism
Another purported threat to incompatibilist accounts of free will comes from reductionism, which is the claim that everything mental, including decisions, choices, and wills, can be fully reduced to their physical realizers [100]. Opponents of
reductionism include those who see wills or decisions as emergent [101], as events or properties that cannot be fully
reduced to their constituent physical mechanisms in the brain [100]. Some emergentists argue that irreducible mental
properties can cause changes in the physical world [102], but others are epiphenomenalists, who deny that emergent
mental properties cause any such changes [103,104]. If our wills have no effects, then, regardless of whether they are free,
we never act as a result of free will. Since the studies reviewed here do not attempt to reduce decisions to neural
mechanisms, they do not bear upon this particular threat to free will.

discover that your decision can be at least partly explained by the difference in the width-to-height
ratio of the candidates’ faces or by the location of their names on the ballot, two factors that have
been shown to inﬂuence other deliberate decisions [18,19]. You would never have imagined
that seemingly irrelevant details, which you view as providing no reason to favor any of the
candidates, would affect such an important decision. Does your decision now appear less free?
Surprisingly, despite the increasing number of studies reporting different types of unconscious
effects on decision-making, the signiﬁcance of such ﬁndings for free will has been mostly
neglected (but see again [13–16]). Here, we classify these studies into four categories (neither
Box 2. Key criticisms of the evidence for unconscious effects
The studies presented here have been criticized on different grounds and, accordingly, are used here as examples of
potential ﬁndings that could threaten free will, rather than as actual evidence against free will. Some effects were not
replicated or shown to be less pronounced (e.g., priming with food odors did not inﬂuence food choice [105]; anchoring
effects were markedly smaller in replications [106]; and a recent meta-analysis of nudging effects suggested they were
not as effective as in the original studies [107]). A prominent example relates to ego depletion: two large-scale,
multilaboratory replication attempts, across 23 [108] and 36 laboratories [109], together encompassing more than 5000
participants, failed to reproduce the key ﬁnding [110] that subjects show less self-control in the ego-depleted group. Given
this and other work (e.g., [111]), there is currently no conclusive evidence for ego depletion [112].
Other studies have been methodologically criticized. For example, the ﬁnding that judges are more likely to approve paroles at the beginning of the workday, or after food break [50] was originally taken as evidence for the effect of hunger
on decision-making. However, a later study showed that, in each session, prisoners represented by an attorney went ﬁrst,
providing the presence of an attorney as a compelling alternative explanation for the results [51].
A prominent critique of unconscious effects [113] highlights their methodological limitations. It claims that they failed to
convincingly demonstrate that subjects relied on unconscious processes, or that they were unaware of the critical stimulus. The latter is especially relevant for subliminal priming, in which a stimulus is rendered invisible and its effect on behavior
is measured. Here, the devil truly is in the details, as minor methodological modiﬁcations could yield very different results
[89,114,115]. In the studies reviewed in this paper, awareness was not always measured on a trial-by-trial basis
[68,69,116], or not in the same group of subjects [116,117]. Thus, it is hard to ascertain whether subjects were indeed
unaware of the presented stimuli. Other criticism suggests that somewhat similar measurement problems also apply to
studies in which participants are asked to report their awareness of factors affecting their decision [113].
A ﬁnal line of criticism highlights that many of the ﬁndings are obtained only under very speciﬁc conditions. For example,
while subjects can be biased toward choosing one brand of beverage over others, this occurs only when they are thirsty
[118]. Similarly, anchoring effects are found only when the anchor is presented as informative [119,120]. It is accordingly
rather difﬁcult to generalize from such special-case results.
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exclusive nor exhaustive) based on the experimental manipulations (see Figure 1 for a schematic
description of some key ﬁndings). Studies in all these categories have attracted substantial attention as well as highly convincing criticism (Box 2). Importantly, we bracket such methodological
concerns here and ask the following more fundamental question: assuming these ﬁndings are veridical, what kind of threat, if any, do they pose to free will?
Studies manipulating the context of the decision, or the way in which it is framed
Here, the contents of the decision, including the decision alternatives, remain constant, while the
context or presentation of those alternatives is manipulated. For example, in Framing Effects, the
framework within which the information is presented inﬂuences the decision. For example,
seminal work by Kahneman and Tversky famously showed that people were less willing to buy
another theater ticket after having lost one, compared with losing the same amount of money
as the worth of the ticket [20]. In Nudging Effects (Figure 1A), at least one of the decision components (the alternatives, their outcomes, or the correspondence between them) is presented in a
manner that favors a speciﬁc alternative [21]. For instance, presenting one alternative as the
default, or changing the presentation order of the alternatives, increases the probability that people
will choose it, even in pivotal decisions such as whether to become an organ donor [22], take an
HIV test [23], reduce meat consumption [24], or transfer personal data to a third party [25].
Another line of work focuses on Anchoring Effects (Figure 1B; e.g., [26,27]), where the value of
some comparison item inﬂuences subjects’ judgments, affecting, for example, the price people
are willing to pay for a product [28], or the sentence they ﬁnd ﬁtting for a crime [29]. In Placement
Effects, the physical placement of the alternatives affects the decision (Figure 1C): for example, a
product located in the center of a display is selected more often than the same product placed to
the side [18].
Mere Exposure Effects (Figure 1D) occur when prior exposure to a stimulus makes it appear more
favorable (e.g., [30,31]). Action-related exposure can also bias future decisions: when subjects
are instructed to respond to a sound, and that sound is arbitrarily paired with speciﬁc items,
these items are preferred in a subsequent session [32], even after 6 months [33].
Studies manipulating the content of the decision in irrelevant ways
These studies manipulate the information available to subjects about aspects of the decision
typically considered irrelevant to the decision (e.g., the race of a defendant in a criminal trial).
This allows one to study the effect of stereotypes (assumptions about the attributes, behaviors,
and characteristics of different groups [34]) on judgments about individuals in the group [35].
Such studies are typically carried out in the context of medical treatments, jury trials, or work
environments (Figure 1E). In judicial decisions, race and gender were found to affect sentencing
in both meta-analyses of actual trials and in lab experiments. The race and gender of the defendants, victims, and jurors were reported to inﬂuence the given sentence for different crimes to
different degrees (e.g., [36–41]). Some of these effects might be at least partly due to perceptual
biases; for example, Black men are perceived as bigger and more physically threatening compared with white men [42]. Similarly, gender was found to inﬂuence people’s assessment of
their peer’s professional success. One study reported that grant funding success rate is higher
for males when applications include an explicit description of the investigator, but not when
such descriptions are omitted [43] (see also [44]).

Glossary
Agency: capacity to act autonomously;
the exercise of a capacity to act.
Arbitrary decisions: decisions that are
not based on reasons; sometimes
referred to as ‘picking’.
Compatibilism: determinism is
consistent with free action and free will.
Control: ability to bring something
(an object, some state of affairs, or your
own future action) to be as you would
have it to be.
Deliberate decisions: reasons-based
decisions; sometimes referred to as
‘choosing’.
Determinism: every event, including
every decision and action, has causes
that together guarantee that this event
will occur instead of any alternative
event.
Emergentism: (about minds) some
mental properties or events are not
identical with any physical property or
event (or any property or event at a lower
level), but they still depend or supervene
on (or are grounded in) some physical
realizer or physical basis, either by being
realized by it (weak emergence) or
merely caused by it (strong emergence).
The relation of emergence is not
symmetrical, because the mental
emerges from the physical but not vice
versa.
Incompatibilism: determinism is
inconsistent with free action and free will.
Indeterminism: for some events,
including some decisions and actions,
there is no set of causes that guarantees
or determines that they will occur instead
of any alternative. Causes of such events
might still increase the probability of their
occurrence.
Reasons-responsiveness: decision,
act, or agent is responsive to reasons to
the extent that the person, or a relevant
subpersonal mechanism, recognizes
and reacts to reasons when they are
present.
Reductionism: (about minds) every
mental property or event is identical with
a physical property or event (or some
property or event at a lower level). The
relation of identity is reﬂexive, symmetric,
and transitive.

Appearance also biases decisions: candidates perceived as more beautiful won more votes in
actual elections [45], and face-based trustworthiness judgments correlate with the chance of getting a death sentence [46]. Even more implicit measures, such as the face width–height ratio
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Figure 1. Different types of unconscious effects on decisions. Schematic of typical ﬁndings of unconscious effects on decisions. (A–D) (yellow): experiments
manipulating the context of the decision. (A) Nudging: marking one option as the default heavily biases the likelihood of subjects choosing it [22]. (B) Anchoring:
subjects pay more for the same product based on its price tag [28]. (C) Placement effects: subjects are more likely to choose the product in the middle [18]. (D) Mere
exposure: preference depends on exposure time; thus, subjects prefer items to which they were exposed for longer [31]. (E,F) (green): experiments manipulating the
content of the decision. (E) Stereotype effects: Black/Hispanic defendants are more likely to get a higher sentence than are white defendants [39,40], at least for some
crimes [41]. (F) Appearance effects: people with a lower face width–height ratio (fWHR) are considered more intelligent, while those with higher fWHR are considered
more physically able [19]. (G,H) (blue): experiments manipulating the state of the agent making the decision. (G) Physiological effects: judges were more likely to
approve paroles at the beginning of the workday or after their lunch break, arguably due to being less hungry or tired [50] (but see [51]). (H) Fatigue effects: toward the
end of the day, after making many decisions, physicians tend to prefer more conservative treatments [53]. (I) (purple): experiments manipulating awareness of decisionrelated factors. Masking: an invisible prime (left) biases a subsequent decision on a visible choice (right) [59]. Importantly, for this review, we take these ﬁndings at face
value; for criticism, see Box 1 in the main text.

(fWHR; Figure 1F), inﬂuence character ascriptions, or even how ‘human’ one is held to be [47]. For
example, people with higher fWHR are associated with less sophisticated crimes and are more
likely to be selected as team members for football than for chess [19,47].
In another line of studies, subjects made different decisions depending on the manipulation
of some decision factors, but, when asked which factors guided their decisions, subjects’
responses did not reﬂect the factors that were manipulated [48]. Thus, subjects appeared
unaware of the factors causally inﬂuencing their decisions, and/or have little insight into the actual
processes affecting decision-making [49] (although see Box 2).
Studies manipulating the state of the agent making the decision
Here, Physiological Effects on decisions are examined, focusing on physical states of the
decider that should be irrelevant to the decision, such as fatigue or hunger (Figure 1G).
For example, judges were more likely to award parole at the beginning of the day or after a lunch
break [50] (but see [51] and Box 2). Similarly, sleep-deprived subjects acted less fairly toward
others [52].
558
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Fatigue can also inﬂuence decision processes; for example, in Decision Fatigue studies
(Figure 1H), making numerous mentally taxing decisions requiring attention is claimed to affect
subsequent decisions (e.g., resort to heuristics). Toward the end of the day, surgeons are less
likely to schedule a medical operation and prefer more conservative, default treatments [53].
These effects were claimed to support Ego Depletion, the theory that we have limited resources
for volitional actions, such that later decisions are harmed when resources are drained [54].
Arguably, depleted participants tend to trust others less [55], act less ethically [56,57], and use
heuristics more when making their decisions [58]. The phenomenon has been contested
(Box 2), but our question here is whether it threatens free will if these effects are genuine.
Studies manipulating awareness of some of the decision components
Here, studies manipulate whether the subject is aware of critical information in the decision
content or context (Figure 1I). In the aforementioned studies, participants were aware of all relevant information but were arguably unaware of its inﬂuence on their decision-making. Yet, here
people are unaware of the inﬂuencing factor itself (Figure 1I). These manipulations have been
done both for meaningless, arbitrary decisions (e.g., whether to press a right or left button
[59–61]) and with meaningful, deliberate ones (e.g., consumer/moral decisions; see [62–64] for
how this distinction matters for the free will debate).
Substantial evidence shows that arbitrary decisions can be unconsciously biased. A more complicated picture emerges for meaningful, deliberative decisions. In consumer studies, people can
typically be biased toward a certain brand or alternative, but only when deprived (e.g., [65–67]).
Some reported subliminal (and typically small) effects in the political domain: national ﬂags led
participants to vote for more central parties [68], pro-social word primes increased donations by
socially oriented participants [69], disgusting faces reduced moral ratings of utilitarian decisions
[70], and direct-gaze faces primes affected behavior in prisoner’s dilemma games [71].

Do these ﬁndings threaten free will?
The aforementioned studies suggest that humans are not always conscious of all the factors
affecting their decisions (but see Box 2), including factors that even they would deem completely
irrelevant to the decision, or even morally problematic. Does this render those decisions less free?
The concept of free will has been extensively discussed and reformulated over many years in
philosophy (reviewed in [1,72]), yielding a plethora of theories. We reiterate that our discussion
does not concern two more often discussed threats to freedom: determinism and reductionism
(Box 1). Instead, we focus on the independent challenge posed by unconscious psychological
processes, asking how, if at all, the reviewed ﬁndings might inform accounts of free will. Similarly,
our discussion also does not concern the subjective aspect of free will (i.e., whether we experience
our actions as free, or feel a sense of agency; for discussions about the relations between agency
and free will, see [73,74]). Instead, our discussion here focuses on the metaphysical question of
whether our decisions and actions are indeed freely willed. For the purposes of this discussion,
we assume that free will is a metaphysical possibility, and ask how ﬁndings of unconscious effects
on decision-making might inﬂuence free will in actuality.
The importance of consciousness for free will
Consciousness is intuitively necessary for free will, and some philosophers have defended this
view [75]. Free will cannot be simply identiﬁed with conscious decision-making, since some conscious decisions are not free (e.g., if coerced). Libet’s studies [4] have been famously interpreted
as showing that decisions precede the conscious experience of deciding (although see [11]), and
were accordingly held to be unfree [76]. However, what kind of consciousness is necessary for
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free will, and why? We identify ﬁve ways in which consciousness can be involved in decision-making;
all but the ﬁrst refers to the object of consciousness (i.e., what are we aware of). Similarly, all but the
ﬁrst refer to the access we have to the experienced decision-related information, rather than to the
qualitative nature of that experience [77], or how it feels to have it [78]. That is, we focus on the effects
of not having conscious access to various aspects of the decision-making process, rather than the
qualitative character of the experience of deciding.
The ﬁrst kind of consciousness we identify is ‘creature consciousness’: the ability to have
experiences at all (as opposed to being incapable of experiencing things, or losing that ability,
for example, while in a coma). This arguably necessary precondition for freedom was of course
present in all the studies we canvassed: an agent must be conscious while making a free choice
(P). Next, we ask, for that conscious agent, what are they conscious of, when making a decision?
We divide the possible answers into four categories.
Category A: awareness of the external (A1)/internal (A2) factors inﬂuencing the decision. For
example, is the agent aware of the skin color of the defendant, or of their own fatigue? While
being aware of some of the factors involved in decisions appears important for deliberate
decisions, to require that agents be consciously aware of them all is excessive, for that would
include, for instance, all prior causes of the immediate factors that affect the decision.
Category B: awareness of the outcome of the decision (i.e., its content) or of performing the
action by which this decision is implemented. This too appears important to free will, because
having decided appears to require knowing that a decision has been reached and implemented
and what that decision is.
Category C: awareness of the relations between inﬂuencing factors and the outcome
(i.e., between A and B); that is, the way in which factors inﬂuencing the decision affect its resolution. For instance, a customer might be aware that a certain item was placed in the middle and
also aware that they opted for that item but still be oblivious to the fact that its location inﬂuenced
their choice (i.e., the relation between the inﬂuence and the outcome).
Category D: awareness of the decision process itself. For example, you may turn left out of habit
while driving a very familiar route and thinking of other things. In that case, due to inattention, you
probably were not consciously aware that you were deciding (D1). Similarly, we can ask whether
the agent needs to be consciously aware of consciously making the decision (i.e., to have a
conscious metacognitive judgment of making a decision; D2). Such higher-order awareness
does not appear necessary for free will (but see [79]); in fact, in all the reviewed studies, this
was not even tested. Importantly, in real life, we rarely make such meta-judgments over our
decisions, including those we regard as free.
Using these categories, we classiﬁed studies from ~60 empirical papers to get a rough estimate
of the ways in which consciousness is manipulated in such studies (Figure 2; and see the supplemental information online). Note that the reviewed papers are not an exhaustive representation of
the literature, but a collection of key papers from the different categories. Accordingly, their
assignment to categories should be taken as an illustration of the way in which the types of
consciousness come into play in such studies, not an accurate quantiﬁcation encompassing all
studies in the ﬁeld. Still, this illustration does demonstrate the different roles that consciousness
can have in the decision-making process: while, in some studies, subjects were unaware of
some of the factors affecting their decisions (external/internal, category A), in most studies (of
almost all experimental manipulations), subjects were unaware of the inﬂuence of some factors
560
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P - conscious while making a choice

Did subjects exhibit consciousness of the defined categories?
Yes

No

Unknown

Yes (assumed)

No (assumed)

Not tested/manipulated

A1 - conscious of external events affecting the decision
Contextual effects
Action-related exposure
Anchoring
Appearance biases
Decision fatigue
Ego depletion
Framing
Mere exposure
Multiple factors
Nudging effects
Physiological conditions
Stereotypical biases

A2 - conscious of internal events affecting the decision
Multiple factors
Stereotypical biases

Mere exposure

Contextual effects
Mere exposure
Subliminal priming

Contextual effects
Decision fatigue
Ego depletion
Physiological conditions
Subliminal priming

Action-related exposure
Subliminal priming

Anchoring
Mere exposure
Appearance biases Nudging effects
Contextual effects Physiological conditions
Framing

B - conscious of executing the decision

C - conscious of the relationship between A and B

Action-related exposure
Anchoring
Appearance biases
Decision fatigue
Ego depletion
Framing
Mere exposure
Nudging effects
Physiological conditions
Stereotypical biases

D1 - conscious of the activity of choosing/deciding

Contextual effects
Ego depletion
Multiple factors
Nudging effects
Subliminal priming

Stereotypical biases

Contextual effects
Mere exposure
Multiple factors
Subliminal priming

D2 - conscious of consciously choosing/deciding

Action-related exposure
Anchoring
Appearance biases
Contextual effects
Decision fatigue
Ego depletion
Framing
Mere exposure
Nudging effects
Physiological conditions
Stereotypical biases
Subliminal priming

Trends in Cognitive Sciences

Figure 2. How is consciousness involved in decisions? An illustration of our classiﬁcation of reviewed papers
according to the ways in which consciousness can be involved in the decision-making process. At the top left is
a precondition criterion: being conscious while making the decision (P). Then, there are two criteria for being conscious of
either the external (A1) or internal (A2) factors weighing into the decision. These are followed by a criterion for being
conscious of executing the decision (B), and for being conscious of the relations between A and B (C). Finally, being
conscious of deciding (D1), and of consciously deciding (D2). Blue shades mark consciousness, red shades mark its
absence, gray denotes a situation in which there was no information in the study that allowed us to determine whether
subjects met the criterion, and white represents that this criterion was not relevant to the research question (which was
the case for all reviewed studies with respect to meta-cognition of consciously deciding; P3). Next to each pie slice is a list
of all types of paper in that category (no list appears when there is only one slice, as all papers are included). A certain type
of studies can appear for more than one slice. As the ﬁgure shows, the most widely shown effect concerns the lack of
consciousness of the relations between the factors affecting the decision, and its outcome (for the full articles and their
classiﬁcations, see the supplemental information online). Note again that this is just a rough estimation of the types of
consciousness relevant to each category of studies, rather than an exhaustive analysis.

on their decision (category C). Thus, we posit that lack of awareness of how decisions are affected
by contextual factors constitutes the major potential threat to free will posed by these studies.
How lack of consciousness could threaten free will
There are two main reasons that consciousness could be important to free will (see [80] for further
discussion). First, freely willing something implies a certain amount of control. Being conscious of
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our motivations, reasons, decisions, and actions appears to endow us with a kind of executive
control that we lack when these are not conscious. For example, being aware of the result of a
decision process is arguably necessary for the ability to re-evaluate or change one’s mind.
Second, various types of consciousness may be necessary for reasons-responsiveness.
Here, a ‘reason’ is a consideration for/against acting in a certain way, rather than a factor
explaining why the person in fact acted the way they did. According to some [81], an action or
decision can be free even if it is causally determined, as long as the person is sufﬁciently responsive to reasons; that is, if the person has the ability to recognize and react to reasons for/against
acting [81–83]. Having a reduced/compromised ability to respond to reasons [84,85], or suffering
from compulsions/delusions that make one unable to recognize or react appropriately to reasons,
can render an action unfree.

Do the reviewed ﬁndings undermine either control or reasons-responsiveness?
Evidence that some decisions can be unconsciously biased implies that they are not always
guided by the reasons we would take to justify our decision. This poses a challenge to free will
if these factors sufﬁciently impair our ability either to respond to reasons or to control our activity.
Given that reasons-responsiveness and control vary with context and in degree, freedom may
also come in degrees [83,86]: some agents are more responsive to reasons than are others,
and can be more/less reasons-responsive in different situations (e.g., less while drunk) [87].
Similarly, circumstances may leave us more/less in control of our own activity, rendering it
more/less free. Importantly, we can be reasons-responsive even if our decisions are not based
solely on reasons, as long as enough other reasons are, or can be, taken into account
(e.g., when sentencing is affected by not only the defendant's race, but also their danger to
society), at least if these other reasons are not also adversely affected by unconscious inﬂuences
(such as implicit bias) or are illusory or based on false information. Likewise, we can be in control
of our actions even if those actions are inﬂuenced by factors we do not control. Accordingly, the
reviewed studies cannot refute the existence of free will conceived of as dependent upon
reasons-responsiveness or control, provided that agents are sufﬁciently reasons-responsive
and in control. To refute the general existence of free will, thus understood, one would need to
show that agents are never able to respond to reasons or that they lack control over their behavior.
This, of course, has not been demonstrated by any of the reviewed experiments. However,
embracing the notion of degrees of freedom [83,86], these experiments demonstrate ways in
which control or reasons-responsiveness are compromised or imperfect. They can accordingly
help us delineate both the limits and the extent of our freedom, by distilling the contributions of
reasons-related and non-reasons-related factors on decisions.
Subliminal effects appear to stand out in that respect (Figure 1I): arguably, if our decisions can be
biased by factors of which we have no awareness at all, how can we control them? Yet, this
seemingly strong threat is highly mitigated upon closer inspection. Even disregarding methodological challenges (which are not trivial: Box 2), the relevance of these ﬁndings for freedom is
limited, and depends both on one’s account of freedom and on the size of the effect. For
example, those who think of freedom as reasons-responsiveness will want to differentiate
between arbitrary decisions, in which the strongest effects were found, and deliberate decisions,
in which effects are smaller and depend on the agent’s state. If most effects are on arbitrary
decisions, the threat to reasons-responsiveness is smaller, as by deﬁnition, responding to
reasons will not resolve an arbitrary decision. Furthermore, current studies provide no evidence
for subliminal priming overcoming convictions that subjects strongly hold. If primes simply
strengthen, activate, or bring to awareness pre-existing reasons, that does not show a lack of
reason-responsiveness, although it may threaten control. However, threats to control are
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mitigated by the effects being small and typically short-lived [88,89]. Thus, currently, this line of
research does not provide strong evidence against free will.
The preceding discussion highlights the importance of understanding the factors inﬂuencing
behavior. While some factors may partially undermine control, coming to be aware of them
ought to enhance it: arguably, the more we are aware of the factors affecting our decisions, the
more we can implement strategies to control them, if we like, and, thus, the freer we are. The
more ignorant or deluded we are about the causes of our actions, the less control and freedom
we have. Thus, while subliminal effects can somewhat degrade freedom, coming to understand
them may allow greater control over our responses. Being more attuned to the different biases
that might affect decisions can enhance freedom, especially if this knowledge allows us to
circumvent these effects. Thus, rather than undermining freedom, learning about different types
of unconscious inﬂuences on decisions can increase it.

Can any empirical evidence threaten free will?
We argued that existing evidence for unconscious inﬂuences on decision-making does not undermine free will. First, it does not speak to concerns about determinism or reductionism. Second, it
does not show that we lack reasons-responsiveness or control. Nonetheless, these studies can
reveal ways in which speciﬁc decisions and actions are less than fully free, when either control or
reasons-responsiveness are mitigated. We now ask whether any empirical ﬁndings about unconscious inﬂuences show a particular action to be unfree. We characterize two ideal candidates here:
Subliminal priming: if an invisible prime prompted subjects to select an option that is incompatible
with their conscious preferences in a nonarbitrary decision, this would convincingly render the
decision unfree. Of course, as noted earlier, manipulations that simply push subjects toward
existing attitudes, or facilitate the activation of a reason, would not sufﬁce to demonstrate a complete lack of reasons-responsiveness. What needs to be shown is that subjects act in a way, or
based on a reason, that is contrary to their own. Finally, to remove all hope for control, subjects
should be unable to overcome priming, even when made aware of its existence (for an opposite
result, see [66]). Of course, unawareness of the prime must be convincingly demonstrated (Box 2).

Outstanding questions
How many of the reviewed studies
survive methodological scrutiny and
prove to be robust and reproducible?
To what extent do ﬁndings generalize
to real-life, everyday decisions? Although some of the above-mentioned
studies did pertain to decisions made
in everyday life, many of them were
based on laboratory ﬁndings. More
work is needed to determine whether,
and to what extent, these translate to
real-life situations.
To what degree can subjects resist
different unconscious effects on
decision-making? Are certain effects
harder to resist than others?
Can we quantify the degrees of
freedom for a given decision, and can
those be parametrically manipulated,
to enable a systematic investigation of
freedom?
Are arbitrary decisions indeed more
prone to unconscious inﬂuences
compared with deliberate or meaningful
ones?

Nudging: if subjects were unable to consciously overcome a known nudging effect when they
had a reason to overcome it (i.e., continuing to choose the middle product even when knowing
about this bias, and having a reason to not act on the bias), that would be strong evidence that
these choices are not reasons-responsive and, thus, not free.

Concluding remarks
Current ﬁndings of unconscious effects on decision-making do not threaten the existence of free
will in general. Yet, the results still show ways in which our freedom can be compromised under
speciﬁc circumstances. More experimental and philosophical work is needed to delineate the
limits and scope of these effects on our freedom (see Outstanding questions). We have evolved
to be the decision-makers that we are; thus, our decisions are affected by biases, internal states,
and external contexts. However, we can at least sometimes resist those, if we want, and this ability to resist inﬂuences contrary to our preferences and reasons is considered a central feature of
freedom. As long as this ability is preserved, and the reviewed ﬁndings do not suggest otherwise,
we are still free, at least usually and to a signiﬁcant degree.
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